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ABSTRACT

This thesis will focus primarily on the dialect which exists in New Haven, Connecticut. In
order to identify the features specific to this dialect, the standard American English vernacular,
General American, will first be outlined so that the distinct differences between the two can be
clearly identified.
In addition, this thesis will also attempt to explain the rationale behind what has caused the
specific features of this dialect to occur. The main reason of this is believed to be the strong impact which Italian immigrants in the New Haven area have had on the language over time.
Therefore, the characteristics of Standard Italian will also be examined, as well as those of
Southern Italian Dialect. From there, comparisons will be made to show how certain aspects of
New Haven Dialect mimic specific characters innate to Southern Italian Dialect.
Lastly, other research findings pertaining to cultural behaviors in New Haven will be reviewed as they relate to the culture of Southern Italy. In addition, potentialities for future work
will be outlined.
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1
INTRODUCTION
Language is considered to be one of the

iation amongst the speakers. And when in-

most important aspects of humanity today.

dividuals from similar backgrounds who are

A language not only functions as an instru-

located in one region interact with one

ment which allows individuals to communi-

another, their speech patterns assimilate into

cate with one another, but it also encom-

what can be classified as a dialect. In every

passes the cultural patterns and behaviors of

language there exist at least several dialects

its native speakers, thus permitting an out-

and when speaking of a language population

sider to develop a greater understanding of

comprised of many speakers, such as Eng-

the people who speak such language.

lish, it is certain that the number of existing

Though it can be said that there are approx-

dialects is quite substantial.

imately 7,000 different languages spoken at

Just inside the United States of America,

this very moment, David Crystal suggests

there are many different dialects of English

that a language dies “every two weeks or so

which are commonly spoken. The majority

(2000:19). The reason for this is due to the

of these dialects exist because the geograph-

fact that many small language populations

ic area possessed by the United States is

are losing speakers more rapidly than larger

quite extensive. Due to the vast area of the

language communities which continuously

United States, it is easy to break down the

gain speakers each day.

country into different geographic regions

When larger languages, such as English,

which produce diverse speech patterns. In

gain more speakers, they allow for more var-

addition, there are various other dialects
1

which exist as the result of cultural qualities

guistic research usually generalizes the area

that a group of individuals shares.

of New England as one dialect, with several

The main American regional dialects
have been extensively (though not completely) researched and therefore much information pertaining to them has been published
as a result. This information is available to
aid in uncovering the roots of these dialects,
thus determining which specific factors impact certain speech patterns. However, not
much work has been carried out in identifying and historically tracing the speech patterns specific to those inhabiting Connecti-

additional dialectal areas located around major cities. However, the area of New Haven
County in Connecticut has been neglected
from the possibility that it is in itself its own
dialect with its own features. While at times
the features of this dialect do mimic those of
the surrounding areas, there are in fact a
number of features exclusive to the New
Haven area.

This is important to under-

stand, as dialects exhibit the identity, history, and sometimes the thinking of those who
speak it. Therefore, it is important to identi-

cut.

fy the characteristics of New Haven Dialect
While it is possible to define regional
dialects by drawing borders between areas
of contrasting linguistic features, the borders

and to see how it originated in order to learn
more about the people who speech it and to
also record what is known about it.

which are drawn are never exact and much
overlap frequently occurs. Moreover, many

1.1 Background of Connecticut

sub-dialects can exist inside of a region

Though the state of Connecticut is si-

which is defined as one main dialect. This is

tuated in a rather small area, consisting of

the case for the Connecticut region, as lin-

only 5,543 square miles, the U.S. Census
2

Bureau (2010) reports the population of the

ian-Americans over the years. According to

state as consisting of 3,574,097 inhabitants.

the U.S. Census Bureau (2000), 201,069

Connecticut is also an old state and its histo-

people in New Haven County identify their

ry dates back to the early colonial times. As

ancestry as Italian, a number which is rough-

a result, the inhabitants of the state have

ly one quarter of the total 862,477 people

been subjected to numerous outside influ-

living in the area. Furthermore, the Italians

ences which have shaped the language

who migrated to the New Haven area mainly

which they speak. Given further study, it is

came from Southern Italy, as Southern Ital-

possible to determine that the dialect in New

ians were the principle group of people af-

Haven County is quite different from those

fected by poverty in Italy in the nineteenth

dialects located in its surrounding areas, in-

century. In fact, Riccio explains that “of the

cluding those found in other regions of Con-

2.3 million Italians arriving in the United

necticut.

States, 400,000 were northerners,” therefore

Due to the fact that Connecticut is geographically located in close proximity to
New York City, the largest port of entry for
immigrants into the United States during the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the state
has become home to a large population of
Italian immigrants who felt urged to move
outside of the large metropolitan area. More
specifically, New Haven County has been
the home to a significant population of Ital-

verifying that over four-fifths of the Italian
immigrants in the United States were Southern Italians (2006:184).
As a result of the flourishing population
of Italian immigrants in the New Haven area
in the early twentieth century, the speech
patterns in the area were affected by the
heavy influence of Italian speakers, as continue to do so today. Thus, this thesis will
focus on defining the characteristics of New
3

Haven Dialect, as well as identifying the

the thesis derive from analyses conducted by

ways in which Southern Italian dialectal

the researcher.

speech patterns have transformed and implemented themselves into New Haven Dialect. First, however, the phonological features of General American English, Standard
Italian, and Southern Italian Dialect must be
defined. In doing so, the information found
and presented in the latter half of this work
will become clearer and more understandable.

The first set of conducted data comes
from an online survey developed by the researcher in which 78 people from the New
Haven area participated. This survey was
modeled after the Dialect Survey conducted
by Dr. Vaux of Harvard University. Many
questions were modified and additional ones
were added in order to obtain desired results.
The questions and possible answers to this

1.2 Research Methods
The data used in this thesis were obtained from a number of sources. Much of
the data were acquired through scholarly
articles and books which outline the major
characteristics of General American, Standard Italian, Southern Italian dialects, and
various other American English dialects.

survey are located in Appendix A. The survey was posted online and sent out to college students in the New Haven area who
voluntarily participated in the survey.

In

addition, the survey was promoted via social
networking sites and therefore was available
to a wide range of individuals outside of the
university level.

Due to the fact that little research has been

Lastly, the remainder of data was ob-

done regarding New Haven Dialect, the ma-

tained as the direct result of personal inte-

jority of the data obtained for this aspect of

ractions experienced by the researcher. Us4

ing an autoethnographic approach, the re-

to the standardized dialect referred to as

searcher will incorporate these personal ex-

General American. Furthermore, these dif-

periences relating to speech in the New Ha-

ferences will be compared with the differ-

ven area in order to best identify the charac-

ences present in Southern Italian dialect as

teristics specific to this dialect.

opposed to Standard Italian. In doing so, it

Through all of the above listed methods,
it will be possible to compare and contrast
the dialect exhibited in New Haven speakers

will be possible to determine the level of
influence Italian immigrants have had on
New Haven Dialect.
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2
GENERAL AMERICAN
In the present day, the English language

lands region. The type of speech associated

is natively spoken by roughly 340 million

with this region is referred to as General

people, according to the CIA World Fact-

American (GA), or commonly known in the

book (2011). In addition, many people also

past as Standard American English (SAE).

speak English as a secondary language. It is

2.1 Background

therefore understandable that vast differencWhile General American is indeed just a
es in the language occur based on where the
dialect, it is the dialect which is most comlanguage is spoken. In the United States,
mon in the United States. It is considered
there are approximately 257 million speakthe most common dialect because of the fact
ers of English, and due to the geographic
that it encompasses a great area with little
vastness of the country, certainly many divariation occurring. Many people also see it
alects are present (CIA 2011). At a basic
as the easiest dialect to understand, due to
level, the United States can be divided into
the fact that not much variation occurs witheight geographic areas of regional dialects:
in it. In fact, General American is also the
Coastal Southern, Great Lakes, Midland,
Map 2.1 Linguistic Geography of the Mainland United States

Mountain Southern, New England, New
York, North Central, and Western (Carver
1987). These areas are depicted in Map 2.1.
Typically, the most standard of all of these
dialects is that which is spoken in the MidSource: Labov 1997

6

Table 2.1

most preferred type of speech used by the
mass media. However, it must be noted that
though General American is most commonly used by the mass media and held as the
most prestigious dialect in the United States,
it is still a dialect, and therefore it is no more
correct that any other which exists.
2.2 Phonology of GA
The phonology of General American is
rather simple to understand and therefore not

Vowel Phonemes of General American

Phoneme

Closed Syllables

Open Syllables

/i/

beat peel dean seem here

bee knee tea

/ɪ/

bit pill din bid

/e/

bait pale Dane same scarce

/ɛ/

bet dem pet bed

/ɑ/

car psalm cot stop don

/a/

bat Sam Dan bath

/u/

boot pool Luke fool sure

/ʊ/

pull put look full

/o/

boat foal both sport

/ʌ/

putt butt done some

/ɔ/

caught dawn short cough

Shaw paw

/aɪ/

bite dine like file

shy buy tie

/aʊ/

bout down fowl lout

cow brow now

/ɔɪ/

noise voice coin joist

boy coy joy

/ɜ/

bird heard burr fur

bay Tay hay

Shah bra

shoe coo two

show know toe

many details need to be given in order to

Source: Giegerich 1992:47

understand how General American speech

eighteen. Each phoneme is listed next to

functions. However, there are several areas

several examples of words in which the

which should be addressed in depth in order

phoneme appears, so that it is possible to

to avoid confusion further on in this work.

identify common words in which these

First, Table 2.1, shown below, demonstrates

sounds commonly occur.

the different vowel phonemes which are a

Next, there are several basic features

part of GA. This chart lists the sixteen dif-

present in General American which need to

ferent vowel phonemes which exist in Gen-

be defined in order to provide a comparison

eral American, however, it should be noted

to New Haven Dialect. The first is that the

that the number of vowel phonemes in Gen-

speech of General American is rhotic, mean-

eral American can range from sixteen to

ing that the letter r is pronounced. In IPA,
7

the r in American speech is symbolized as

contrasts in certain words which need to be

/ɹ/, differing from /r/, which represents a

identified.

trilled sound, common in Italian and Span-

2.2.1 The Low-Back Merger

ish.
The Low-Back Merger is a phenomenon
Another basic quality of General Ameri-

which occurs in many dialects of English. It

can is that alveolar tapping can occur in

occurs in many areas where General Ameri-

places where /t/ and /d/ are present (Giege-

can is spoken, and though it does not always

rich 1992). Giegerich explains that the al-

occur, it should still be addressed. The term

veolar tap [ɾ] “occurs in single-consonant

Low-Back Merger is frequently used inter-

onsets of unstressed syllables provided its

changeably with the term Cot-Caught Mer-

left neighbor is a vowel or sonorant conso-

ger, as the words cot and caught often depict

nant” (1992:226). Therefore, due to the li-

the merger that occurs. The main aspect of

keliness of /t/ and /d/ and the fact that each

this merger is that the two vowel phonemes

can be replaced with [ɾ], words such as lat-

/ɔ/ and /ɑ/ are merged together as one (Gie-

ter and ladder appear to sound quite similar

gerich 1992). Thus, in Figure 2.1 shown

and in fact “for many speakers…are homo-

above, the words listed under the “closed

phones” (Giegerich 1992:226).

This is a

syllables” column next to /ɑ/ are actually

common characteristic of General American

pronounced with the same vowel phoneme

speech and it explains the reason why the

as the words listed next to /ɔ/ in areas where

letters t and d often sound similar in certain

this merger exists. Thus, the words caught

words. Aside from these two basic characte-

and cot can be considered homonyms.

ristics of General American, there are two
other important features pertaining to vowel
8

2.2.2 Tense-Lax Neutralization

2.3 Summary

Another important aspect of General

Overall, it is important to understand

American is called Tense-Lax Neutralization

these features of General American, as they

(TLN). This phenomenon regards the pro-

will be important to know when trying to

nunciation of the letters a and e when they

define the characteristics of New Haven Di-

appear in words such as Mary, marry, and

alect. The main focus of this section is that

merry. In certain dialects, the vowel pho-

there are sixteen vowel phonemes in General

nemes for these three words are all separate-

American, of which /ɔ/ and /ɑ/ are often

ly distinct and therefore differentiation oc-

merged. In addition, there is also the Tense-

curs in the pronunciation of these words.

Lax Neutralization which occurs, maintain-

However in General American, it is com-

ing the number of vowel phonemes at six-

mon that the vowel phonemes occurring in

teen. These features will be important to

these three words become merged so that all

know when New Haven Dialect is explained

three appear to be homonyms and thus fewer

in Chapter 4.

phonemes are present in the dialect (Dinkin
2005).
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3
STANDARD ITALIAN AND SOUTHERN ITALIAN DIALECT
Though the English language has many

much earlier. While no exact date can be

dialects, not only inside of the United States,

defined to describe the birth of modern day

but also across the globe, the variance in di-

Italian, many scholars point towards a time

alects is not large enough to the extent that

in the fourteenth century when many Italians

they are mutually unintelligible. The Italian

were able to converse with one another.

language, however, has spread out into

This was the time when Dante Alighieri

many dialects, approximately twenty, be-

published his Divine Comedy, an epic tale

tween which speech cannot always be con-

which he wrote in the Italian vulgar, or the

sidered mutually comprehensible. In fact,

language of the common people (LaTrecchia

many have said that some of these dialects

2010). This paved the way for a more uni-

can even be considered separate languages

fied and standard language of everyone by

entirely, due to the vast differences between

allowing his work to be read by all people

them and Florentine Italian.

and not just highly educated individuals who

3.1 Standard Italian
3.1.1 The History of Italian

were fluent in Latin.
As a result, this standard form of Italian
present in the city of Florence spread

Although the country of Italy was not
throughout the peninsula as a common lanunified until 1861, when Vittorio Emanuele
guage to all people, though dialects continII obtained the title of king, the Italian peued to exist. In addition, two hundred years
ninsula was unified by a common language
later Pietro Bembo published Prose della
10

volgar lingua in which he helped to stan-

qui sounds like /kwi/ in Italian, as in the

dardize the spelling and grammar of Italian

word quindi (therefore), whereas the initial

by modeling the works of Petrarch, Boccac-

sound in the English word quick sounds as

cio, and Dante (LaTrecchia 2010).

/kwɪ/. While the vowel phonemes differ in

3.1.2 Italian Phonology

each language, the consonants hold the same
sound.

The Italian language today is spoken by
Another aspect of consonantal sounds in
roughly 62 million people worldwide and is
Italian regards the sound of s plus a consothe closest direct descendant to the Latin
nant, which most commonly is c, most often
language (Lewis 2009). Though Italian does
pronounced as /k/. In Italian sc produces /ʃ/,
differ greatly from many other languages, it
quite different than in English, where it is
does possess many similarities with various
depicted as /sk/. This will be important to
other languages, including English.
understand as sc produces a slightly dissimiTo begin with, the consonants sounds

lar sound in Southern Italian Dialect.

which exist in Italian are mostly all compaThe last main consonantal sound feature
rable to their English counterparts, though
of Standard Italian to be addressed involves
indeed some phonemes do consist of differthe letter h, which occurs frequently in the
ent phones and therefore have slight variaItalian language. However, unlike in Engtion in sounding. First, it is noteworthy that
lish, h is always silent when it appears in a
when the letter combination qu appears in
word in Italian.
Italian, the letters produce a sound similar to
that which is produced when they appear
together in English. Therefore the cluster

Lastly, the vowel system of Italian greatly differs from that of English. While the
11

Table 3.1 Vowel Phonemes of Italian

English, the letter e represents the phonemic

Grafema
(Grapheme)

Fonema
(Phoneme)

Fono
(Phone)

Esempio
(Example)

sound /ɛ/. In addition, another example of a

a
a
a
e
e
e

/a/
/a/
/a/
/ɛ/
/ɛ/
/ɛ/

[a:]
[a.]
[a]
[ɛ:]
[ɛ.]
[ɛ]

difference in vowel sound representation

e
e
e
i
i
i

/e/
/e/
/e/
/i/
/i/
/i/

[e:]
[e.]
[e]
[i:]
[i.]
[i]

o
o
o
o
o
o
u
u
u

/ɔ/
/ɔ/
/ɔ/
/o/
/o/
/o/
/u/
/u/
/u/

[ɔ:]
[ɔ.]
[ɔ]
[o:]
[o.]
[o]
[u:]
[u.]
[u]

casa, gatto
mai
cosa
bene, bello
sei
è
mela,
fretta
ehi
male
fine, pinne
mie
mani
modo,
cotto
poi
andò
solo, pollo
noi
caro
luna, culla
lui
punire

produces the phonetic sound /i/, whereas in
English i most often makes the sound /ɪ/.
These are the two most important distinctions to make and they will be referred to
later on in this work.
3.2 Southern Italian Dialect

Source: Carnevali 2007

majority of vowel sounds which exist in Italian also exist in English, the alphabetical
letters which represent specific sounds differ
between each language.

involves the letter i. In Italian, this letter

The graphemes,

phonemes, and examples thereof can be
found in Table 3.1, shown above.

3.2.1 Background
A large amount of dialects presently exist in Italy, and so many scholars typically
divide Italy into eighteen main dialectal
areas. The dialect spoken are: Piedmontese;
Ligure; Lombardo; Trentino; Veneto; Ladin;
Istriano;

The two main examples which are important to note are the sounds which are attached to Italian i and e. In Italian, e produces the sound /eɪ/, which is equivalents to
the vowel sound in the Standard English

Emiliano-Romagnolo;

Laziale-Umbro-Marchgiano;

Toscano;
Abruzzese;

Ciociaresco; Molisano; Campano; Pugliese;
Lucano; Salentino; Calabrese; Siciliano;
Sardinian; and Corso (Maiden 1997). These
areas can be seen in Map 3.1, shown below.

pronunciation of the word lay. However, in
12

While it is possible to further break down

3.2.2 The Phonology of Southern
Italian Dialect

these dialects, in order to identify further
The dialects which exist in the Southern
differences between speech patterns, for the
half of the Italian peninsula differ greatly
purpose of this work the above-listed will
from Standard Italian in many ways. Howsuffice. In addition, while in fact not all of
ever, the most important aspects to look at in
the Southern Italian dialects are related, they
regards to this study are several phonologido possess similarities, especially those dical switches prevalent in the Campano dialects deriving from the same region.
alect. Therefore, the main focus of this secTherefore, the main dialect to be examined
tion will be on Campano dialect, as it can be
here is that which is located in the Campania
considered the most distinguishable dialect
region, referred to as Campano. This is the
and because it is the dialect similar to that
dialect which is often associated with the
which was spoken by Southern Italian imregion’s capital, Naples.
migrants in New Haven in the early twenMap 3.1 The Dialects of Italy

tieth century.
First, one of the key features of Campano dialect is that apocope is highly prevalent
in common speech (Galiani 1970). Apocope
is defined as the loss of the final sound in a
word.

In Campano dialect, this loss of

sound occurs when the last syllable of a
word is an unaccented vowel or consonant.
However, in cases where the final vowel of
Source: Salvucci 1995

13

a word is indeed accented, this vowel usual-

The next set of switches involves /t/ and

ly remains vocalized, though some mutation

/d/. These two phonemes are related in that

may occur (Galiani 1970).

both are alveolar plosives, though /t/ is

Next, another feature of this dialect involves consonant shifts between many different consonant phonemes. The first example involves the sound /k/, represented by
the letter c. This sound is a voiceless velar
plosive, meaning that the place of articulation occurs at the soft palate when it is met
with the back of the tongue while airflow in
the vocal tract is obstructed. In Southern
Italian dialects, this consonant transforms
into a voiced velar plosive, /g/, which
represents a soft g in the South (Galiani
1970). Therefore, the only difference between these two phonemes is whether they
are voiced or not, and so it appears that the
closeness in sound is the reason as to why

voiceless and /d/ is voiced. These sounds
are both made when the blade of the tongue
meets the alveolar ridge and airflow is obstructed. However, only in the phoneme /d/
is there any vibration occurring in the vocal
cords. Again, it seems reasonable that these
two phonemes would be commonly switched and there are several examples of words
which are spelt with t or d in Standard Italian and are pronounced with /d/ or /t/ in
Southern dialects.

This occurs in words

such as cavatelli. In addition, this switch
can also be found in words which are normally spelt with t in Standard Italian, however are spelt with d in Southern dialectal
words, such as padre/pate (Pellino 2001).

these two consonants become switched.

Another main switch which exists occurs

This is apparent in several words, such as

between the consonant sounds /d/, a voiced

the Southern-exclusive word manicotti, as

alveolar plosive, and /r/, an alveolar trill.

well as in calamari and capicollo.

While these two sounds are indeed very dif14

ferent, Campano dialect often replaces the
/d/ phoneme in Standard Italian words with
/r/. Examples of such include calamari and
the exclamation Madonna (Sornicola 1997).

3.3 Summary
Overall, it is important to understand
the differences which exist between Standard Italian and Campano Dialect. It is im-

The last sound change between Standard

portant to know the key differences which

Italian and Southern dialects occurs in words

distinguish these two dialects separating

with the letter o, when it is represented by

these speech patterns in order to understand

/o/.

In Southern dialects, this phoneme

the qualities of New Haven Dialect which

sometimes shifts to /ʌ/ and occurs in words

will be presented in the next chapter. These

such as mozzarella (Sornicola 1997).

shifts will be mimicked in New Haven Dialect, thus providing examples as to how
Southern Italian immigrants have affected
the speech in the New Haven area.

15

4
NEW HAVEN DIALECT
As previously mentioned, the area of

derstanding of what comprises this dialect

New Haven County is highly comprised of

and what exactly causes it to be unique. By

Italian-Americans, the majority of whom

analyzing the phonological structure of Eng-

can trace their genealogical roots to the

lish words commonly spoken, it is possible

southern areas of Italy (Riccio 2006).

to understand the pronunciations native to

Therefore, these people have had a great in-

this area and to draw correlations as to how

fluence on the speech patterns in the New

this dialect relates linguistically to Southern

Haven Area. In addition, the state has been

Italian Dialect. In addition, several lexical

influenced by a number of other outside fac-

words unique to this dialect will be defined.

tors, beginning with the Algonquin tribes of
Native Americans who initially possessed

4.1 Defining the Phonology of New
Haven Dialect

the land, followed by Dutch explorers, and

There are many properties of New Ha-

ultimately the Puritans, who settled the area

ven Dialect which cause its uniqueness. By

in 1638 (Carver 1987:22). As a result, the

looking at phonological change in speech

English language that is spoken in the New

patterns, it is possible to see the influence of

Haven area possesses many features that de-

Italian culture onto English in this area.

veloped as a result of these outside influ-

Non-Italian origin words will be analyzed,

ences.

as well as words with Italian origin, as the

In this chapter, New Haven Dialect will

pronunciations of these words most clearly

be outlined, in order to allow a greater un-

demonstrate the ways in which Southern
16

Italian immigrants have implemented their
speech patterns onto English.
4.1.1 Consonantal Sound Change
The first of many features of New Haven
dialect is consonantal sound change. This
means that certain consonants represent different phonemes than those that are usually

Figure 4.2

expected. The most common transformation

tle, common pronunciations are

which occurs is that from /t/ to /d/ and vice

/bʌdəɹ/ and /bɑdl/, or /bʌɾəɹ/ and /bɑɾl/. Al-

versa. It appears that often at times, due to

though this can be characterized by alveolar

the fact that both are alveolar plosives, these

tapping, this shift also occurs in words such

two phonemes can be easy to switch with

as stupid, salad, and hundred, which are not

one another, depending on whether the

followed by a vowel, and which are pro-

speaker voices the consonant or not. In ad-

nounced with a final /t/ not [ɾ]. This is con-

dition, these sounds can both be transformed

firmed by Figures 4.1 and 4.2, which show

into an alveolar tap [ɾ], as noted in Chapter

that 35% of speakers who participated in the

2. Therefore, in words such as butter or bot-

New Haven Language and Culture Survey

often

pronounce salad with final /t/ and 38% do so
with the word stupid.
In addition to the aforementioned common English words, there are also several
Italian words which have implemented
themselves into the everyday vernacular of
Figure 4.1
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New Haveners. These words, while spelt
with t, are pronounced with the phoneme /d/.
As mentioned previously, in Southern Italian
Dialect, these words are also pronounced the
same, so that the word agita, meaning stomach acid or indigestion due to anxiety, apFigure 4.4

pears to be pronounced /ɑ dʒɪ də/. Figure
4.3 illustrates the fact that 74% of participants in the New Haven Language and Culture Survey switch the /t/ phoneme in agita
to /d/. Also, the word for the type of pasta
known as cavatelli is commonly pronounced
/kɑ vɑ dɛl/. Therefore, it can be determined
that the factors influencing the way agita
and cavatelli are pronounced also determine
the pronunciations of words such as
hundred, salad, and stupid.

The next form of consonantal shift occurs with the phonemes /d/ and /ɹ/. Though
no examples exist in native English words,
two main words of Italian origin demonstrate this transformation. The Italian word
for squid, calamari, commonly used to name
the Italian dish served in many restaurants,
is pronounced /kɑ lɑ mɑd/ by the majority
of participants in the NHLCS, as seen in
Figure 4.4.

In addition, the exclamation

Madonna! in reference to the Virgin Mary,
is pronounced as /mɑ ɹoʊn/. Therefore, it is
clear that these pronunciations have carried
over from Southern Italian speech patterns
in that these words continued to be pronounced with Southern Italian accents, even

Figure 4.3

in English.
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Figure 4.5

Figure 4.6

Next, /k/ and /g/ can also exhibit phonet-

sound. However, an important distinction in

ic similarities which explain why they are

this area is the pronunciation of La Quinta,

switched with one another in specific words.

the hotel chain. Speakers in Southern re-

The common examples of occurrences ap-

gions of the United States often pronounce

pear in the words manicotti as /mɑ ni gɔt/,

this word as /lɑ kintə/, perhaps due to the

braciole as /brɑ ʒoʊl/, and ricotta as /ɹɪ gɔt/.

heavily influence of Spanish speakers in

Here, as in Campano Dialect, /k/ and /g/ be-

those areas. However, in the New Haven

come interchangeable so that words spelt

area, the more favorable pronunciation of

with the letter c appear to sound like /g/, and

such word is /lɑ kwintə/, as seen in figure

vice versa. In Figure 4.5 listed above, it is

4.6. This mimics the Italian pronunciation

visible that indeed 80% of the New Haven

that qu creates and the historical presence of

Language and Culture Survey population

Italian immigrants in this area could be the

does exhibit the /k/ to /g/ switch.

determining reason to explain this.

Another interesting example is the sound
of q. This English letter is almost always

4.1.2 Disappearing and intrusive consonants

followed by u and pronunciations may differ

As a result of the geographic location of

depending on which letters follow the initial

New Haven County, the dialect spoken
19

therein has been affected by influences from

ing phenomenon: intrusive /ɹ/. Sometimes,

the neighboring states of New York, Massa-

speakers in the area add /ɹ/ to finalize certain

chusetts, and Rhode Island. In these three

words. Two such common examples are the

states, the majority of speech is non-rhotic.

words idea and saw. Frequently, in the New

In Connecticut, however, rhotacism is ap-

Haven area the two are pronounced /aɪ dɪər/

parent in only certain regions. According to

and /sɔɹ/, respectively. Though this is not a

Dinker, “the university city of New Haven

result of Italian influence, it is still important

shows complete nonrhoticity (2005:12).

to note as it demonstrates another interesting

However it seems more plausible to label

feature of this accent.

the area as semi-rhotic, meaning that while

In addition to intrusive phonemes, there

some speakers possess entirely non-rhotic

is also a disappearing one. This is the case

speech, others possess completely rhotic

for certain circumstances involving initial

speech, and even more appear to have a

/h/.

mixture of both. At the times when speech

common tendency to make /h/ silent, thus

is non-rhotic, final /ɹ/ is replaced by /ə/.

the pronunciation of words such as human

When words begin with /h/, it is a

Interestingly, however, in some in-

or huge appears to begin with the phoneme

stances, /ɹ/ is not replaced by /ə/ at all, and

/u/. While this is not exhibited in the ma-

instead, the final er is dropped completely,

jority of participants in the New Haven Lan-

with no change. This is evident in words

guage and Culture Survey, Figure 4.7 de-

such as drawer, commonly pronounced

monstrates that 39% of participants still did

/drɔ/. In addition, while the speech is semi-

drop initial /h/ at times. Though Italian in-

rhotic in the New Haven area, at times

fluence may not necessarily be the cause for

speakers of this area succumb to an interest-

this, the letter h is unpronounced in Italian
20

separately distinct. In fact, /ɔ/ can be used
to represent many different sounds, such as
the letters: a, au, aw, o, and ou. Therefore,
/ɔ/ appears in words such as borrow /bɔɹ
oʊ/, often /ɔfən/, bought /bɔt/, caught /kɔt/,
raw/ɹɔ/, and ball /bɔl/, depending on context.
Figure 4.7

and therefore it seems plausible for Italian
speech to have impacted this aspect of New
Haven Dialect. It should also be noted that
while a good portion of all individuals possess disappearing /h/ in their speech patterns, among middle-aged and elderly
adults, the percentage of dropped /h/ is much
more common than in youths.
4.1.3 Vowel Sounds

96% of participants in the New Haven Language and Culture Survey report this differentiation and therefore Figure 4.8 shows
that it is highly common in this area to separate these two phonemes.
In the New Haven area, the Tense-Lax
Neutralization is also lacking, and as a result, there are three separate vowel sounds
which appear in the words Mary, marry, and
merry. This means that the name Mary is

Another important feature of New Haven Dialect is the differentiation of /ɔ/ from
/ɑ/. While many speakers of General American merge these two sounds together, so
that caught and cot appear homonymous,
New Haven Dialect does not exhibit this
merger and therefore these two sounds are
Figure 4.8
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pronounced as /mehɹ i/, while the verb mar-

alect, is final vowel apocope. The final vo-

ry is pronounced as /mæɹ i/, and the adjec-

wel of many words uttered in New Haven

tive merry is pronounced as /mɛɹ i/.

Dialect is often swallowed in the word, thus

In addition, there is also a transformation

forcing the word to lose its final syllable.

from /o/ into /ʌ/ in Italian origin words. So

Therefore, words which may be pronounced

that the word mozzarella, is pronounced

with four syllables are clipped down to

/mʌt s ə dɛl/. This is clearly due to the fact

three. Examples of this are Southern Italian

that individuals in this area are maintaining

words such as manicotti, which sounds like

the Campano pronunciation of this word and

/mɑ ni gɔt/, sfogliatelle, sounding as /ʃfi ə

so it encompasses not only a vowel shift, but

dɛl/, and ricotta, pronounced as / ɹɪ gɔt/.

also a consonant shift and final vowel apocope.

4.2 Lexicon

The various pronunciations of this
In addition to the phonetic qualities of

word present in the New Haven area are deNew Haven Dialect, there are also many lexpicted in Figure 4.9 below.
ical features which derive from certain hisLastly, and probably the most interesting
torically Southern Italian words and are now
characteristic in regards to the influence of
common speech in New Haven Dialect.
Italian speech patterns on New Haven DiTo begin, the word apizza, pronounced
/ɑ bits/, is a New Haven-exclusive word
which means pizza.

However, this word

attaches a frontal a, the /p/ turns into /b/, and
the final vowel is swallowed. It is said that
Figure 4.9

this derives from the Campanese un’apizz,
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meaning one pizza. Similarly, the Southern

4.3 Summary

dialectal word for the northern variation of

Overall, it is important to understand the

pasta faggioli is pasta fasulo. Thus, it is

characteristics which comprise New Haven

sensible that the latter is more preferred in

Dialect. In doing so, it is possible to see the

the New Haven area and pronounced as

influence which immigrants have had on the

/pɑstɑ fɑ zul/, thus exhibiting the final vo-

New Haven area, mainly those originating

wel apocope.

from Italy. While other characteristics unre-

In addition, New Haven dialect also possesses

many words

that

are

lated to Southern Italian Dialect constitute

dialect-

New Haven Dialect, it is still important to

exclusive, however which do not derive

mention these as speech in Connecticut has

from Italian. Therefore, while they will not

been influenced by a multitude of factors.

be discussed in this section, they may be

However, as shown above, it appears that

found in Appendix B, where definitions and

the most linguistically influential group of

pronunciations of select words have been

people in the New Haven area is the South-

provided. Other preferred forms of words

ern Italian immigrants who arrived in the

may be examined as they appear in the New

area over one hundred years ago.

Haven Language and Culture Survey which
is located in Appendix A.
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5
CONCLUSION

Overall, the main purpose of this thesis
was to outline the major characteristics of

and allows for them to feel connected as part
of a common group.

New Haven Dialect with the primary focus

While the data did not produce enough

revolving around the impacts which South-

evidence to determine a direct correlation

ern Italian immigrants have had in this area.

between Southern Italian Dialect and New

The data found by this researcher did pro-

Haven Dialect, it is still clear that there has

vide a basis to outline the main features of

been a definite influence of Southern Italian

this dialect; however the rationale behind

speech patterns on this area, though this is

how this dialect came to exist remains

evident in only certain cases. For example,

somewhat unclear in certain areas. Yet, the

the constant occurrence of apocope in Ital-

information discovered while defining this

ian-origin words by New Haven speakers

dialect is still important to know due to the

clearly demonstrates the importance which

fact that this dialect is indeed different than

Southern Italians have had on this area. For

others found in neighboring areas of New

if there was no impact by these people, the

Haven County. Thus, it is possible to see

final vowel sounds of these words would be

that a group of individuals from similar

pronounced, as in other areas of the United

backgrounds do indeed speak similarly

States.

when living in one region and that a dialect
In addition, the consonantal shifts which
reflects the identities of those who speak it
occur between specific phonemes clearly
24

demonstrate the influence Southern Italian

Though there are some aspects of New

Dialect has had on the speech patterns in this

Haven Dialect that seem to directly correlate

area, as there is no other current explanation

with Southern Italian Dialect, it is important

as to why this occurs. Also, it is possible to

to note that often at times speech patterns

see this influence in the vowel shifts which

change. So while in some instances it ap-

occur, as the vowel phonemes sound Italian

pears that Southern Italian speech patterns

and therefore mimic qualities of Southern

have not affected New Haven Dialect, with a

Italian Dialect.

And lastly, another main

closer look it is possible to see that only

argument to be made lies in the lexicon of

specific populations of people possess fea-

New Haven Dialect.

tures which are no longer exhibited in oth-

There are many words commonly ut-

ers. This is seen in the data obtained per-

tered by New Haven speakers which have

taining to initial h-dropping. Data show that

their origins in Italian words, and at many

in elderly populations the h-dropping occurs

times these words are exclusive to the New

frequently, whereas in younger generations

Haven area and to those of Italian ancestry.

this feature is less common. Therefore it is

In other areas these words do not carry

possible to see that certain aspects of this

meaning and therefore demonstrate the lack

dialect are beginning to disappear while oth-

of importance Italians have had on those

er aspects continue to be retained by youths.

areas. The amount of Italian-origin words in

In addition, speech by young adults is

New Haven Dialect demonstrates that these

changing everywhere. With newer forms of

words are important to speakers who use

communication, such as texting and social

them and through continued usage they be-

media, become more popular, speech pat-

come more common among others.

terns of young adults adapt to fit their needs.
25

Due to the fact that these media require a

scale will allow this to be completed and it

more rapid input, words become clipped,

will provide a much bigger sample of data.

abbreviated, and often at times completely

In addition, there are many aspects of New

eliminated. This has the potentiality to carry

Haven culture which appear to exist as a di-

over into spoken language and alter speech

rect result of the strong Italian influence in

patterns into an even more distinct dialect,

the area. While this thesis does not address

prevalent in only younger populations.

this topic, the results from the New Haven

Therefore, it is important to survey dialects

Language and Culture Survey did demon-

in order to record them, and to also note the

strate the potentiality for specific cultural

changes which are occurring among differ-

behaviors to exist as a result of the heavy

ent age groups.

Italian influence in the area. Therefore, this

Lastly, much more work needs to be
conducted in order to completely define all

topic is one which can also be addressed in
further studies.

of the characteristics of New Haven Dialect.
Surveying the speech habits of individuals in
the New Haven area on a much broader

26
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APPENDIX A
New Haven Language and Culture Survey

Demographics:
1. Please indicate your sex:
Answer Options
Male
Female

Response
Percent
39.7%
60.3%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
31
47
78
0

2. Please select your age range:
Answer Options
18 - 24
25 - 30
31 - 40
41 - 60
61+

Response
Percent
26.9%
12.8%
24.4%
21.8%
14.1%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
21
10
19
17
11
78
0

3. Please indicate your ancestry (more than one answer may be chosen):
Answer Options

Response
Percent

Response
Count

British
French
German
Italian
Polish
Spanish (Spain)
Other European
Russian
Indian
Middle Eastern
Chinese
Japanese
Korean

1.3%
7.7%
20.5%
71.8%
25.6%
2.6%
20.5%
3.8%
1.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

1
6
16
56
20
2
16
3
1
0
0
0
0
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Other Asian
Native American
Dominican
Puerto Rican
Mexican
Brazilian
Colombian
Venezuelan
Other South American
Unknown
Other (please specify)

1.3%
5.1%
0.0%
3.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
30.8%
answered question
skipped question

1
4
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
24
78
0

Questions:
1. Where do you place the emphasis when you say the city New Haven? (Capital letters
indicate stress.)
Response
Percent

Answer Options
NEW Haven
New HAVEN
I use both
Other

25.6%
56.4%
15.4%
2.6%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
20
44
12
2
78
0

2. Are the words "caught" and "cot" pronounced different or the same?
Response
Percent

Answer Options
Different
Same

96.2%
3.8%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
75
3
78
0

3. Which of the following do you more commonly say?
Answer Options
It was a historical event.
It was an historical event.

Response
Percent
56.4%
43.6%
answered question

Response
Count
44
34
78
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skipped question

0

4. Do you pronounce "h" in the words "huge" or "humongous"?
Answer Options

Response
Percent
65.4%
20.5%
14.1%
answered question
skipped question

Yes
No
Sometimes

Response
Count
51
16
11
78
0

5. Do you pronounce the "h" in the word "human"?
Answer Options

Response
Percent
61.5%
20.5%
17.9%
answered question
skipped question

Yes
No
Sometimes

Response
Count
48
16
14
78
0

6. How do you pronounce the word “butter”?
Answer Options
Buhd-er
Buht-er
Other

/bʌd ər/
/bʌt ər/

Response
Percent
71.8%
23.1%
5.1%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
56
18
4
78
0

7. How do you pronounce the word “water”?
Answer Options
Waw-ter
What-er
Wort-er
Wot-er
Other

/wɔ tər/
/wʌt ər/
/wɔɹ ər/
/wɑt ər/

Response
Percent
62.8%
9.0%
6.4%
16.7%
5.1%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
49
7
5
13
4
78
0
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8. How do you pronounce the word “bottle”?
Answer Options
Bod-uhl
Bot-tle
Bot-uhl
Other

/bɑd l/
/bɑt tl/
/bɑt l/

Response
Percent
59.0%
24.4%
16.7%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
46
19
13
0
78
0

9. How do you pronounce the word “salad”?
Answer Options
Sal-uhd /sæləd/
Sal-uht /sælət/
I use both interchangeably.
Other

Response
Percent
57.7%
34.6%
2.6%
5.1%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
45
27
2
4
78
0

10. How do you pronounce the word "stupid"?
Answer Options
stoo-pid
styu-pid
stoo-pit
styu-pit

/stu pɪd/
/styu pɪd/
/stu pɪt/
/styu pɪt/

Response
Percent
55.1%
6.4%
28.2%
10.3%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
43
5
22
8
78
0

11. How do you pronounce the "s" in "Visa"?
Answer Options
/s/ as in see
/z/ as in zebra
I use both interchangeably.
Other

Response
Percent
16.7%
70.5%
12.8%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
13
55
10
0
78
0
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12. How do you pronounce the "z" in "citizen"?
Response
Percent

Answer Options
/s/ as in see
/z/ as in zero
I use both interchangeably.
Other

34.6%
60.3%
5.1%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
27
47
4
0
78
0

13. How do you pronounce the third syllable "ci" in "associate"?
Response
Percent

Answer Options
/si/ as in "see"
/ʃi/ as in "she"

38.5%
61.5%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
30
48
78
0

14. How do you pronounce the first vowel in the word "miracle"?
Response
Percent

Answer Options
/i/ as in "near"
/ɪ/ as in "knit"
/ɛ/ as in "net"
Other

92.3%
5.1%
0.0%
2.6%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
72
4
0
2
78
0

15. How do you pronounce the "e" in the word "egg"?
Response
Percent

Answer Options
/eɪ/ as in "lay"
/ɛ/ as in "bed"

61.5%
38.5%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
48
30
78
0

16. How do you pronounce the "ph" in amphitheater?
Answer Options

Response
Percent

Response
Count

33

42.3%
57.7%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question

/p/
/f/
Other

33
45
0
78
0

17. How do you pronounce the "x" in "exit"?
Answer Options

Response
Percent
57.7%
34.6%
7.7%
answered question
skipped question

/gz/
/ks/
Other

Response
Count
45
27
6
78
0

18. Do you pronounce "t" in the word "often"?
Answer Options
No, the t is silent.
Yes, the t is pronounced.

Response
Percent
66.7%
33.3%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
52
26
78
0

19. How do you pronounce the word "hundred"?
Answer Options
Hundred
Hundret
Other

/hʌn drɪd/
/hʌn drɪt/

Response
Percent
62.8%
37.2%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
49
29
0
78
0

20. How do you pronounce the second syllable in "La Quinta®"?
Answer Options
/ki/ as in "key"
/kwi/ as in "queen"
Other

Response
Percent
32.5%
66.2%
1.3%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
25
51
1
77
1
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21. How do you address a group of two or more people?
Response
Percent

Answer Options
You
You all
Yous
You guys
Yous guys
Y'all
Other (please specify)

23.1%
9.0%
24.4%
29.5%
7.7%
2.6%
3.8%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
18
7
19
23
6
2
3
78
0

22. Which word do you use to describe an outside faucet?
Answer Options
Spicket
Spigot
I use both interchangeably.
Other

Response
Percent
37.2%
35.9%
11.5%
15.4%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
29
28
9
12
78
0

23. What do you call the mass of land located in the center of an intersection which each
car must circle in order to cross?
Answer Options
Rotary
Roundabout
Traffic circle
Other (please specify)

Response
Percent
85.9%
3.8%
6.4%
3.8%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
67
3
5
3
78
0

24. What do you call the object that is used to group bunches of objects together?
Answer Options
An elastic
An elastic band
A rubber band

Response
Percent

Response
Count

48.7%
17.9%
29.5%

38
14
23
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A band
Other (please specify)

1.3%
2.6%
answered question
skipped question

1
2
78
0

25. What do you call the object in which you put your groceries at the supermarket?
Response
Percent

Answer Options
Buggy
Carriage
Cart
Trolley
Wagon
Other

0.0%
67.9%
30.8%
0.0%
0.0%
1.3%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
0
53
24
0
0
1
78
0

26. A person who has "agita" would be described as _____
Answer Options

Response
Percent

5.1%
Having a headache.
84.6%
Having stomach acid.
0.0%
Having a toothache.
0.0%
Having red eyes.
10.3%
I don't know because I have never heard this word before.
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
4
66
0
0
8
78
0

27. How do you pronounce the word "agita"?
Answer Options
Aj-i-tuh /ædʒ ɪ tə/
Aj-i-duh /ædʒ ɪ də/
I do not know because I have never used this word before.

Response
Percent

Response
Count

16.7%
74.4%

13
58

9.0%

7

answered question
skipped question

78
0

28. If you were to call someone a "cavone", what would you be describing?
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Response
Percent

Answer Options
A person who is disrespectful and classless.
A person who is lazy.
A person who is annoying.
A person who is obese.
I have never heard this word before.

80.8%
2.6%
6.4%
0.0%
10.3%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
63
2
5
0
8
78
0

29. How do you pronounce the popular Italian dish “manicotti”?
Response
Percent

Answer Options
/mɑ nɪ kɑ ti/
/mɑ ni gɔt/
/mæn i gɔt/
/mæn ɪ kɑ ti/

Mah-nee-cot-ee
Mah-nee-gawt
Man-ee-gawt
Man-ee-cot-ee
Other

5.1%
43.6%
35.9%
12.8%
2.6%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
4
34
28
10
2
78
0

30. How do you pronounce the word “mozzarella”?
Answer Options
Mo-zar-ella
Mutz-ar-ella
Mutz-a-del-la
Mutz-a-del
Other

/mo tsər ɛl lə/
/mʌts ər ɛl lə/
/mʌts ə dɛl lə/
/mʌts ə dɛl/

Response
Percent
9.0%
32.1%
6.4%
51.3%
1.3%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
7
25
5
40
1
78
0

31. What is the word “cannelloni” a synonym for?
Answer Options
Baked Ziti
Lasagna
Manicotti
None of the Above

Response
Percent
7.7%
7.7%
46.2%
38.5%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
6
6
36
30
78
0
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32. If you were to say that you "schieve" something, you would think that ______
Response
Percent

Answer Options
It is appetizing and appealing.
It is gross and unpleasant.
It smells pleasant.
Other

1.3%
92.3%
0.0%
6.4%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
1
72
0
5
78
0

33. If you were to refer to an individual as a "paesan", you would mean that ______
Response
Percent

Answer Options
He is from Italy.
He is from the same region in Italy as you.
He is from Europe.
I haven never called a person a "paesan".

46.2%
32.1%
1.3%
20.5%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
36
25
1
16
78
0

34. How would you pronounce the word "calamari"?
Response
Percent

Answer Options
Ca-la-mahd
Ca-la-maht
Ca-la-mar-ee
Ga-la-mahd
Ga-la-maht
Other

/kɑ lɑ mɑd/
/kɑ lɑ mɑt/
/kɑ lɑ mɑɹ i/
/gɑ lɑ mɑd/
/gɑ lɑ mɑt/

61.5%
2.6%
32.1%
2.6%
0.0%
1.3%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
48
2
25
2
0
1
78
0

35. How do you pronounce the name for the pastry "sfogliatelle"? (Shown Below)
Response
Percent

Answer Options
sfo-li-ah-tell-lay
schfo-li-ah-tell
schfee-a-del
schfee-a-del-lay

/sfo li ə tɛl le/
/ʃfo li ə tɛl/
/ʃfi ə dɛl/
/ʃfi ə dɛl le/

16.7%
17.9%
61.5%
3.8%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
13
14
48
3
78
0
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36. What name do you use to refer to your father's father?
Response
Percent

Answer Options
Gramps
Grandfather
Grandpa
Granpa
Nonno
Nonni
Other

3.8%
10.3%
33.3%
19.2%
12.8%
3.8%
16.7%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
3
8
26
15
10
3
13
78
0

37. What name to you use to refer to your father's mother?
Response
Percent

Answer Options
Gramma
Grandma
Grandmother
Nonna
Nonni
Other

14.1%
30.8%
9.0%
12.8%
11.5%
21.8%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
11
24
7
10
9
17
78
0

38. If you were to go to a deli, what would you order?
Response
Percent

Answer Options
One panino.
One panini.

26.9%
73.1%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
21
57
78
0

39. Select the sentence which is grammatically correct:
Answer Options
When I am tired I lay down.
When I am tired I lie down.

Response
Percent
47.4%
52.6%
answered question

Response
Count
37
41
78

39

skipped question

0

40. Choose the correct sentence:
Answer Options
Yesterday I laid down.
Yesterday I lay down.
Yesterday I layed down.

Response
Percent
56.4%
15.4%
28.2%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
44
12
22
78
0

41. Is the noun "data" singular or plural?
Answer Options
Plural
Singular

Response
Percent
70.5%
29.5%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
55
23
78
0

42. At what time do you normally eat dinner?
Answer Options
Earlier than 5pm
5:00-5:59pm
6:00-6:59pm
7:00-7:59pm
8:00-8:59pm
9pm or later

Response
Percent
1.3%
14.1%
46.2%
30.8%
3.8%
3.8%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
1
11
36
24
3
3
78
0

43. Do you tend to eat your salad before or after your main course?
Answer Options
After
Before
I do not usually eat salad with my meals.

Response
Percent
47.4%
43.6%
9.0%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
37
34
7
78
0
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44. Do you tend to speak with your hands and make a lot of hand gestures?
Answer Options
Yes
No
On Occasion

Response
Percent
51.3%
11.5%
37.2%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
40
9
29
78
0

45. When you meet a person of the opposite sex for the first time, how do you usually
greet him/her?
46. Answer Options
Smile
Shake hands
Hug
One kiss on the cheek
One kiss on each cheek
More than one kiss on each cheek
Other

Response
Percent
11.5%
57.7%
15.4%
14.1%
1.3%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
9
45
12
11
1
0
0
78
0

47. When you see a familiar person of the opposite sex, how do you greet him/her?
Answer Options
Smile
Handshake
Hug
One kiss on the cheek
One kiss on each cheek
More than one kiss on each cheek
Other

Response
Percent
7.7%
5.1%
30.8%
55.1%
1.3%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
6
4
24
43
1
0
0
78
0

48. What does your Christmas Eve dinner consist of?
Answer Options
An assortment of fish
Chicken
Ham

Response
Percent

Response
Count

82.1%
5.1%
9.0%

64
4
7
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Turkey
Pasta
I do not celebrate Christmas Eve.
Other (please specify)

5.1%
21.8%
3.8%

4
17
3
4

answered question
skipped question

78
0

49. How do you pronounce the word "apizza"?
Answer Options
Ah-beetz
Ah-peetz
Ah-beet-za
Ah-peet-za
Other

/ɑ bits/
/ɑ pits/
/ɑ bits ə/
/ɑ pits ə/

Response
Percent
66.7%
6.4%
2.6%
17.9%
6.4%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
52
5
2
14
5
78
0

50. How often do you use the word "apizza" to describe a pizza?
Answer Options
Frequently
On Occasion
Rarely
Never

Response
Percent
15.4%
17.9%
34.6%
32.1%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
12
14
27
25
78
0

51. Which pronoun do you commonly use to refer to your car?
Answer Options
He
She
It

Response
Percent
2.6%
37.2%
60.3%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
2
29
47
78
0
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APPENDIX B
Dictionary of New Haven Dialect

Agita |ɑ•dʒɪ•də|, n. stomach acid, indigestion as the result of anxiety.
Apizza |ɑ•bits|, n. pizza.
Braciole |brɑ•ʒoʊl|, n. thin slices of pan fried beef.
Capish |kɑ•piʃ|, v.interrog. understand?
Carriage |kehɹ•ɪdʒ|, n. a shopping cart.
Cavone |kɑ•voʊn|, n. a disrespectful, classless person.
Cellar |sɛl•əɹ|, n. a room used for storage which is located partly underground.
Elastic |ɪ•læs•tɪk|, n. a rubberband.
Fangul |fɑn•gul|, v.imp. fuck!
Grinder |gɹaɪn•də|, n. a sub, a sandwich.
Mulignan [mʌ•lɪn•ɲɑn], n. DEROGATORY: a Black person.

LITERAL: eggplant.

Package store |pæk•ɪdʒ stɔ|, n. a liquor store.
Paesano |paɪ•zɑn|, n. a person who comes from the same region in Italy as you
Pasta fasulo |pɑ•stɑ fɑ•zul|, n. a soup made of pasta and beans.
Ricotta |ɹɪ•gɔt|, n. a soft Italian cheese.
Rotary |ɹoʊ•dər•i|, n. a traffic circle.
Schieve |ʃki:v|, v.t. to be disgusted by something. v.i.
Shots |ʃɒts|, n. sprinkles (for ice cream).
Tag sale |tæg seɪl|, n. a yard sale.
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